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Patient intervention points for CPs and ECPs (Long, 2015)
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Existing work role transition theories
































CCP 8 10 11 29
ACP 7 0 0 7











1. Seeking new career options –
Desire for further clinical challenges
I had been an ICP for long enough and I call it the 8-year 
itch…I find a lot of people begin to go, ‘I need to get off-road, 
do something else for a couple of months, get back on and 
then see different patients’, but the work is not challenging. I 
didn’t find being an ICP  [CCP] challenging any more. I 















Seeking new career options –
Frustrations
…but the frustrations I had, was having a fairly high number of 
patients that I wasn't really allowed to do anything for because 
they didn't need symptom management, they needed 
primary care. And they just needed transport to an urgent care 
site or an emergency department and we didn't have the time 
or the tools or really the education to really do anything for those 
patients. (P83)
they didn't need symptom management, 
they needed primary care










Seeking new career options –
Perception of limited career options
There's nowhere to go, you either go to management or you 
work on the street, there's no middle. Whereas in nursing there's 
so much lateral movement, every job there's lateral movement 
right, even fire, police. But paramedic, there’s nothing.(P60)
 to go










Seeking new career options –
Personal influences
• High-acuity had taken a toll













2. Improving patient outcomes –
Awareness of the paucity of healthcare options
It seemed like a lot of the work that I was doing was low-acuity 
work and I could see that there was a need to take these 
patients or a need to investigate them in a more thorough 
way, with not necessarily an automatic option to the emergency 
department for treatment and care. (P88)










Improving patient outcomes –
Affinity for lower-acuity work
I really love having a little bit of extra time with my 
patients and it might sound a bit cheesy, but I feel like I 
get far more out of sitting with a geriatric patient and 
looking at the services they are getting or giving them care 
and preventing them an unnecessary hospital transport. 
(P55)










Improving patient outcomes –
Less about skills, more about 
understanding
But it is really not the skills so much as being able to lead 
the patient and help the patient get over some of the 
hurdles more so than anything. The monkey skills are the 
smallest part of the support that you provide as part 
of their overall care and that piece that you play in the 
overall care plan is probably the bigger thing. (P33)












3. Interpreting the ECP/CP role –
Resonating with the ECP/CP model
Ambulance services were evolving into a ‘treat and 
leave at home’ type model. I thought we had to go, 
we couldn’t keep doing what we were doing. So, 
ideologically I was in favour of it anyway. So, I was 
excited as part of being in the program to expand the 
ambulance service. (P05)










Interpreting the ECP/CP role -
Having a nursing background
Yes, and I think that it helps give you a broader understanding, or 
an awareness I guess. You can understand it, but until you do more of 
like your nursing basics and principles of your determinants of health, 
understanding how the systems work and how people interact with 
them and the situations are set up, I think nursing does a better job of 
that than paramedicine does. So, I don't think it's a detriment to do 
schooling. I wouldn't say you have to do it to be able to do our 
[ECP] job for sure, but you do gain from it. (P72)
give you a broader unders ing
I wouldn't say you have to do it to be able to do 










Theoretical model of the Pre-
transition phase to a specialist 











• Movement from one clinical specialist 
stream to a second clinical specialist 
stream














• Did not investigate quality or 











Likely candidate suitability for an 
ECP/CP role
• Alignment of the candidate’s service delivery views 
with the service delivery philosophy which 
underscores community paramedicine 
• Has a broad understanding of primary healthcare 
issues and the role paramedics can play
• Nursing experience appears to complement the 
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